10 Books A Home October Role Model Meet Up

Happy Tuesday Role Models,
Last night October 21st a whole crew of Role Models came down to our monthly debrief and we’re
able to take back lots of information and activities to apply to their lessons. Role Models had the
opportunity to share their lessons experiences and receive input from other Role Models. We were
also able to share what activities Role Models have been rolling out with our Learners and to top it off
everyone left our meet up with at least one new activity with the materials needed. Our night could not
have ended without an amazing raffle by 10 Books A Home!

What our Role Model’s shared…

Letter Pong- A game for Learner vs. Role Model.. Who will aim into the letter that is called out?
Materials: Cups, napkins, and golf wiffle balls
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Number book- Create a book with your learner? Why not? This is good opportunity for Learners to
visualize and trace numbers in different forms.
Materials: Construction paper along with animals, shapes, and number cut outs.

String and letter beads- Learners can create letters or colors patterns along with pronouncing letter
names and sounds.
Materials: String and letter cubes

Finger puppets- Let’s get creative with reading! While Role Models read stories to our Learners they
get to follow along with the puppet characters.
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Materials: Books and puppets made from recycled materials typically found in the home.

Felt boards stories- A great way to introduce a new story and play it out afterwards!
You can introduce theme and characters using a felt board and have Learners act out what is
happening while Role Model reads the story out loud.
Materials: Felt board and felt to make characters or backgrounds
Activities distribution-
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Our Role Models received many wonderful activities supplies that they can use at their lessons.
Some activities handed out were salt and plates for salt letter tracing, monkey letter sticks, dinosaur
educational sticker books, frog dice games, alphabet cards, educational activity coloring books, and
read along interactive picture books.
A great ending to the night, our raffle!!!

Maria left home with a gigantic educational zoo book and Janet left with a collection of puzzles
including shapes, numbers, characters and locations.
As you can see we all had a great evening yesterday. We shared a lot of successful lessons that can
be done with other Role Model’s families. If you did not make it to this meet up don’t worry we have
another one to come… If you are interested, please read on.
This meet up will be holiday/seasonal themed where Role Models can share holiday activities to the
rest of the team and have the opportunity to address any question you have.
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Meet up Date: Monday, November 10th
Time: 7:15-8:15pm
Where: TBH
RSVP: Nope! Just come.
We will be sending our invitations soon, stay tuned.

We are looking forward to see you all soon!
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